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Business Has Only Two Functions 

Marketing and Innovation



Future of Growth

Data-driven learning executed through rapid experimentation
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Growth Transformation Pyramid
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Training, Experiment design, 
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(Implementation, strategy, 
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Takeru Kobayashi



Our success at Amazon is a function of how many 
experiments we do per year, per month, per week, 

per day. Being wrong might hurt you a bit.. But 
being slow will kill you. 



The fastest companies seem to be winning

WINNERSLOSERS

Since 2000, 52% of the fortune 
500 companies have either 

gone bankrupt, been acquired or 
ceased to exist.

1958 
S&P 500 tenure

= 61 years 

2016
S&P 500 tenure 

= 24 years 

vs

The world’s most innovative and 
fast growing businesses are 

running thousands of 
experiments annually.
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1 Person

Drive targeted traffic New value proposition 
landing page

Automated lifecycleNew self service 
onboarding

Experiment 6



Early signals of Experiment 6 

2 Days 1 Person €130 + 
Labour Cost + 

€5-8 / FB Ad Lead

1 Hard Conversion (sale) 
in the 1st day (Validation)



800%
Increase 
in leads

Max got 
promoted!
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End to end customer journey

Marketing Teams

AWARENESS
visit your website 

ACQUISITION
sign up, find a product or read a piece of information

ACTIVATION
experience the value of our service for the first time 

RETENTION
use our service daily, weekly or monthly 

REFERRALS
invite others to our service

REVENUE
Pricing, cross-sell, upsell

Growth Teams
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T-Shaped Employee

WIDTH OF 
KNOWLEDGE

DEPTH OF 
KNOWLEDGE

SPECIALISATION



What’s the strongest correlate for 

team success at Google?
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LIVE DEMO



“
Other tactics for rapid experimentation!



Negative aging: “Leave quick or stay long”

97% of people scrolled on or just 
left





You have 5 seconds to let the customer know..

What does 
this website 
do or offer?

Why is it 
special? What 

is the USP?





Awareness
Getting people to visit your website

Acquisition
Getting them to sign up or engage with the platform

Activation
Users get a great first user experience

Retention
Making sure users come back

Referral
Getting users to invite others

Revenue
Sell, upsell, cross sell

Pirate Funnel



How many steps to 
your products ‘wow’?



Open account at ING: 35 steps, 18+ hours

Land on page

Accept cookies

Select account type

Scroll down

Read information

Click CTA

Read form info

Select extra options

Scroll down

Click CTA

First name

Last name

Phone number

E-mail address

Sir/Miss

Click CTA

Enter zipcode

Select office

Click CTA

Free up 30 minutes + 
travel time in your 

schedule

Select time slot

Click CTA

Read confirmation

Click Confirm

Wait

Transport to the office

Report at desk

Wait

Enter meeting room

Have conversation

Fill in form

Hand over Passport

Wait for verification

Signature





Small tip… apply a WOW-flip

ACQUISITION
sign up, find a product or read a piece of information

ACTIVATION
experience the value of our service for the first time 

ACQUISITION
sign up, find a product or read a piece of information

ACTIVATION
experience the value of our service for the first time 



ALWAYS
BE

LEARNING



“
What should you do as leaders today 

in order to drive a growth-led change?



Make experimentation a priority

Create this strategic direction with your team, include them in the process



Upskill key employees (and yourself!) 

The mindset and the tools will allow for rapid experimentation



Lead by example 

You need to start experimenting yourself and be open about it!



Questions?

You can also reach out to anssi@growthtribe.fi!



Thanks!

anssi@growthtribe.fi
0503277753
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